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Introduction to MATLAB

About Chapter 2

This chapter introduces MATLAB, aimed at the basic knowledge and
skills related to what may be needed in the following chapters for data
analysis. This chapter, however, is far from a complete coverage of
MATLAB; nor do we need everything provided by MATLAB. For
those who are familiar with MATLAB already, this chapter may be
either skipped or used as a quick review. The exercises at the end of the
chapter may be useful for some data processing, e.g. the selection of a
subset of dataset is often needed, and the MATLAB function find is
particularly useful for that.

2.1 MATLAB: A Matrix Lab

MATLAB stands for matrix laboratory. It is also a general mathematical
laboratory with many built-in functions and optional toolboxes. As some example
toolboxes, the Signal Processing Toolbox and the Wavelet Toolbox are useful for
time series data analysis. It has many easy-to-use functions to visualize different
kinds of arrays. MATLAB can also do “direct” computation on complex numbers
in very much the same way as for real numbers. With the built-in functions, and
particularly with the many toolboxes, MATLAB is a sophisticated computation
workshop for a variety of disciplines, such as image processing, optimization,
symbolic math, mapping, test and measurements, controls, robotics system,
navigation, electronics, differential equations, automated driving, wireless
communications, and many more. As far as we are concerned, MATLAB is a
software package that can be used to do mathematical calculations related to time
series data analysis and to output publication-quality graphics.
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MATLAB is an interactive system. It does not require a user to “compile” and
“link” before running a program. It allows a command-line operation (issue one
line of command at a time), multiple-line operation (cut and paste a sequence of
script or code into the command window for multiline instructions), and the use of
a standalone MATLAB script (the so-called m-file) in simple ASCII text format
that can be run by MATLAB. It allows the user to easily build up a collection of
functions and to share among colleagues.

The MATLAB script (or m-file) is a text file with a collection of sequential
commands that the users design for mathematical calculations and other
computational tasks. These can include actions of data reading, communication
with scientific apparatus, mathematical calculations, visualizations, and data
output, among many other functions. MATLAB can work with sensors, machines,
and real-time controls. For our applications here, we will not discuss these
capabilities. We will only use a small fraction of MATLAB’s functions for our
purposes of data analysis. For more information, the readers are referred to e.g.
Attaway (2013), The MathWorks, Inc. (2020a; 2020b), or MATLAB’s web site:
www.mathworks.com/.

The good thing about MATLAB is that (1) it is very easy to learn and use; (2) it
allows the user to continuously build up a collection of functions; (3) it is widely
used so that users can share with colleagues and find information easily; and (4) it
is very powerful, such that one can count on it when it comes to meeting
requirements for quality products, such as results for theses, dissertations, meeting
presentations, publication-quality graphics, and animations, etc. With respect to the
application of MATLAB on time series data analysis – MATLAB is a natural
choice. With MATLAB, we can do essentially any time series data analysis
without looking for anything else.

It should be emphasized that although MATLAB is a fully loaded tool for data
analysis, this book is not about MATLAB. We will use MATLAB as a tool for the
objective of applying data analysis techniques. If the reader has previously learned
MATLAB, it will be useful and convenient. If the reader has never had a chance to
learn MATLAB, he or she should spend some time learning it to benefit the most
from this book. For new users, it is perhaps not always a good idea to spend too
much time trying to remember the commands and functions other than the
commonly used ones without a clear purpose. Like many modern software
packages, MATLAB has functions that can help users to find information when
needed. With practice, users can usually remember needed commands before even
realizing it. New users should pay attention to how to find information (a
command or the syntax of a command). In the following, it is assumed that the
reader knows the basics of how to start the MATLAB program and how to interact
with it.
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2.2 More on MATLAB

2.2.1 MATLAB Is Case Sensitive

MATLAB commands, as well as variables, parameters, and functions, are case
sensitive. For example, a variable named A1 is different from another variable
named a1. For that reason, the user is cautioned to define and use variables with
attention to the case-sensitive nature.

2.2.2 The Atoms of MATLAB

The smallest data units, or atoms, of MATLAB are vectors (one-dimensional),
matrices (two-dimensional), or, generally, arrays (one-, two, or multidimensional)
of real numbers or complex numbers. Array is the general name as it covers both
vectors (1� n or n� 1) and matrices (n� m), as well as multidimensional arrays
(e.g. n� m� l).

Creating an array variable inside MATLAB does not require an explicit
definition of the size or dimension of the array, as other programming languages
do. It can read data files easily without an explicit definition as to the size of
arrays – this can be better appreciated by those who have programmed in other
traditional, high-level computer languages, such as C, C++, BASIC, and
FORTRAN. The operations on these arrays in traditional computer languages
require the user to define the arrays before any assignment of values or any
computation. Definitions are usually rather strict and have a few drawbacks: it
requires the use of an explicit index for mathematical operations; it is easy to make
a mistake; it is relatively slower in computations; it may be difficult to debug (find
an error); and it could be difficult to read by other users or even the author after
some time.

MATLAB can read large data files in rectangular format by a load command,
treat multiple variables, and do almost any type of calculation, especially matrix
computations. This allows users to solve sophisticated technical computing
problems with arrays more easily than traditional computer languages.

2.2.3 Operations on the MATLAB’s “Atoms” (Arrays)

Here, operation means mathematical computations in general. Why do we need
operations on arrays? Because data are simply series of numbers that are, exactly,
“arrays.” So, any operation on a set of data points is an operation on an array or
arrays. The capability of MATLAB to work with an array as a whole, rather than
only with individual elements, makes it much more convenient and efficient.
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Column-Vector Vs. Row-Vector

Before we talk about the operation of MATLAB arrays, we need to understand how
MATLAB defines the arrays. First, we look at the definition of a vector – a one-
dimensional array. A vector in MATLAB can be either a row-vector or a column-
vector. The difference between the two is trivial unless matrix operations are needed.

A row-vector is a series of numbers lined up in a horizontal direction from left to
right when MATLAB prints its contents out on the computer screen. To define a
row-vector we can e.g. write within the MATLAB working window like this:

a = [1, 2, 3, 12, 23, �9]

Each number inside the brackets is followed by a comma except for the final one.
After hitting the “enter” or “return” key of the keyboard, the following is shown

in MATLAB:

>> a = [1, 2, 3, 12, 23, �9]

a =

1 2 3 12 23 �9

The series of numbers is shown in a row.
This command is also equivalent to

a = [1 2 3 12 23 �9]

That is, by using at least one space to replace the comma, MATLAB defines the
same row-vector. Adding more space between numbers is insignificant and does
not affect the result. This feature can be used to add more space in the script to
adjust the alignment for a better visual effect.

A column-vector can be defined like this:

b = [1;2;3;12;23;�9]

which yields

>> b = [1; 2; 3; 12; 23; �9]

B =

1

2

3

12

23

�9

This is shown along a vertical column. Again, adding more space between the
numbers does not affect the outcome.

2.2.4 Suppressing Display on Screen

After each command, if there is a computation or assignment of an array,
MATLAB prints out the result on the screen by default. The print can be
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suppressed by adding a semicolon “;” at the end of the command. For example, to
suppress the display of an array named a, as defined below, a semicolon is
included at the end of the assignment. For instance, the command

a = [1 2 3 12 23 �9];

will define the array and put it into memory, but MATLAB does not print it out on
screen. This is useful if the user is producing a large array or many arrays that the
user does not need to look at right away. Imagine an array with millions of records
(rows) displayed on screen – it could be annoying and a waste of time and is not
needed most of the time. If needed, one can always look at the contents on the
screen at any time after the definition by typing the variable name without anything
else and hit the enter key.

2.2.5 Display MATLAB Memory Contents

One of the most commonly used commands of MATLAB is whos. With this
command, one can view all the variables and their attributes (name, dimension,
and data type) in MATLAB’s working memory. As an example, typing the
command whos gives something like this:

>> whos

Name Size Bytes Class

a 1 � 6 48 double array

b 6 � 1 48 double array

The actual output depends on what variables are present in the MATLAB memory,
which depends on the user’s actions in MATLAB prior to the inquiry with the
commandwhos. In the screen print out just given, 1� 6 indicates that arraya has one
row and six columns; and 6� 1 indicates that array b has six rows and one column.

2.2.6 The Difference between Row- and Column-Vectors

In the last example, the variables a and b are 1 � 6 and 6 � 1 arrays, respectively.
These variables are different in format. They are, however, essentially the same if
only some operations on a single one-dimensional array are used. For instance,
command line instructions like these

>> figure; plot(a)

and

>> figure; plot(b)

will produce the same results, which are identical figures.
A row-vector or a column-vector can be changed to the other type with a simple

operation of matrix transpose like this:
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>> c = b'

which yields

>> c = b'

c =

1 2 3 12 23 �9

The difference between a column-vector and a row-vector is insignificant unless a
matrix operation is involved. For example, doing a fast Fourier Transform to a single
array y using theMATLAB functionfft does not restrict whether a column or row-
vector is used. If y is a column-vector, then fft(y) yields a column-vector of
complex numbers of the same length asy; on the other hand, ify is a row-vector,fft
(y) yields a row-vector of complex numbers with the same length as y.

If the elements of an array have complex numbers, the transpose operator will
actually do two things: the first is a transpose, and the second is changing all
elements to their corresponding complex conjugates. For example, if d is a
complex array defined as

>> d = [1 + i, 2 � i, 3 � 2i]

d =

1 + 1i 2 � 1i 3 � 2i

and the transpose of the complex conjugate of d is

>> d'

ans =

1 � 1i

2 + 1i

3 + 2i

Then, to do a nonconjugate transpose for the array d, one can use this command:

>> d.'

ans =

1 + 1i

2 � 1i

3 � 2i

Here, the operator .' is the nonconjugate transpose operator. The difference
between d' and d.' is that the latter does not have a change in the sign of the
imaginary part of the complex numbers in the array. For real value arrays, these
two operations are essentially the same.

In MATLAB, there is also an equivalent nonconjugate transpose function
simply called transpose, which can be demonstrated by the following example:

>> transpose(a)

ans =

1

2
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3

12

23

�9

>> transpose(d)

ans =

1 + 1i

2 � 1i

3 � 2i

2.2.7 Higher Dimensional Arrays

For defining a two-dimensional array (or matrix), the following line of MATLAB
command,

d = [1 2 3; 4 5 6];

is the same as

e = [1, 2, 3; 4, 5, 6];

and they produce

>> d = [1 2 3; 4 5 6]

d =

1 2 3

4 5 6

>> e = [1, 2, 3; 4, 5, 6]

e =

1 2 3

4 5 6

If one does not finish defining the matrix on the first line with a right square
bracket ], then MATLAB expects you to input the second line, until it is finished
with a ]. This allows the user to write a MATLAB script in a neat way:

>> e = [1, 2, 3;

4, 5, 6]

e =

1 2 3

4 5 6

One can use subscripts to define or access the arrays. Here we define a three-
dimensional array as:

F(1:3,1:5,1:5) = 0

which yields

>> F(1:3,1:5,1:5) = 0

F(:,:,1) =

0 0 0 0 0
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0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

. . . . . .

F(:,:,5) =

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

Here, each F(:,:,i) is a two-dimensional array. Note, when the colon “:” is
used alone for index or subscript, it means all elements in the specific dimension.

2.2.8 Matrix Operations

Assuming that we have input the command as above, try the following to get a
feeling about the matrix operations:

g = b' % (transpose of array),

a1 = a*3, a2 = b/3 %(general math operations)

a3 = a.*b' %(element by element multiplication)

h = a * b %(matrix multiplication)

A = b * a %(matrix multiplication – a different order gives

%different results)

The texts after % are comments. Any text on the same line after this symbol is
treated as a comment that has nothing to do with the MATLAB operations. These
words will simply be ignored by MATLAB for any action. But they can be useful
as notes for the programmer or whoever later uses the MATLAB code.

Note also that matrix multiplication is order-dependent, i.e. a * b and b *a are
generally not the same. They may not even have the same dimensions if they both
exist. Not every pair of matrices can have a meaningful multiplication. The
condition that two matrices must satisfy for their multiplication to exist is that the
number of columns of the first matrix must be equal to the number of rows of
the second matrix. This is dictated by the definition of matrix multiplication: each
row of the first matrix is doing an inner product (see Chapter 8) with each column
of the second matrix (or the sum of element-by-element multiplication).

2.3 Programming Efficiency

Like many computer languages, MATLAB can do repeated computations using a
for loop:

for i = 1:N

[. . . computations] % ALL THE COMMANDS GO TO HERE

end

This does the computations defined by codes inside the bracketsN times (i increases
from 1 toN). However, when working with matrix computations, programmingwith
the for-loops can increase the computational time (compared to that using a matrix
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format, if possible), although for-loops are widely used. If the for-loop includes
extensive computations, the efficiency can be negatively impacted. The following
shows an example comparing computational times using the for-loop and not using
the for-loop for calculating the sum of squared of the natural numbers:

S ¼
Xn
i¼1

i2

clear

n = 1:10000;

% === Method #1: using For Loops ===

tic

for i = 1:length(n)

s(i) = n(i) * n(i);

end

t = s(1);

for i = 2:length(n)

t = t + s(i);

end

t

toc

%=== end of using For Loops ===

%=== Method #2: not using For Loops ===

tic, t1 = sum(n. * n); toc

%=== end of using vector format ===

The output is

t =

333383335000

Elapsed time is 0.057416 seconds.

Elapsed time is 0.000039 seconds.

The first method using the for-loop elapsed 0.057416 second, while the second
method without using the for-loop elapsed only 0.000039 second. The MATLAB
function pairs tic and toc can be used together to calculate the time the
computer takes. In the above example, the time ratio is 1400 times. This time ratio
changes with different computers; it usually decreases as the number of loops n
increases, but generally the for-loop computation is less efficient. The time ratio
should be consistent for different runs on the same computer, although they are
usually not exactly the same. If there is an extensive computation with matrices,
the programmer should always try to minimize the use of for-loops.

2.4 MATLAB Built-In Functions and Constants

2.4.1 Built-In Functions

MATLAB has many built-in functions, which are either loaded in memory
automatically at start-up that can be used as is or accessible in m-files that can be
read and modified. If you type
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help abs

it will produce the following explanation on the function abs, which calculates the
absolute value of a given number or array. If the number is an imaginary or
complex number, it will yield the magnitude or modulus of that number (a
modulus of a complex number is the square root of the sum of the real part squared
plus the imaginary part squared: ∥X∥ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2r þ x2i

p
, in which xr and xi are the real

and imaginary parts of the complex number X ¼ xr þ ixi, respectively.

>> help abs

ABS Absolute value.

ABS(X) is the absolute value of the elements of X. When

X is complex, ABS(X) is the complex modulus (magnitude) of

the elements of X.

See also sign, angle, unwrap, hypot.

Other commonly used MATLAB built-in functions include e.g.

clear – clear the memory

sin – sine function
cos – cosine function
sqrt – square root

exp – the natural exponential
log – logarithm with base 10 or the common logarithm
tan – tangent

atan – arctangent

Note that trigonometric functions such as sin and cos all use radian rather than
degrees as the unit for their arguments, just like in FORTRAN and other
languages. So, sine of 30 degrees should be written as

sin(30 * pi / 180)

which yields

>> sin(30 * pi / 180)

ans =

0.5000

Alternatively, one can use the trigonometric functions with degrees: sin now is
replaced by sind, cos by cosd, etc. As an example, the following shows the
application:

>> sind(30)

ans =

0.5000

2.4.2 Built-In Constants

MATLAB also has some built-in constants. For example, the built-in constant pi
represents the constant π or the circumference ratio in mathematics: if you type pi
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and press enter, it gives the following line, which shows the values of π up to
four digits:

>> pi

ans =

3.1416

Internally, the value of pi has an accuracy of a double precision real number. If
you type exp(1) and press enter, it gives you the Euler Number e, defined by

e ¼ lim
n!∞

1þ 1
n

� �n

>> exp(1)

ans =

2.7183

Like the circumference ratio π, e is also an irrational number. The reason that we
put (1) on the right of exp is because exp in MATLAB is a built-in function, not
just a constant. Here exp is the function ex, in which x is a variable. It is the value
within the parenthesis. If one needs to calculate e3 and e�3, the expression would
be exp(3) and exp(�3), respectively.

By default, i and j in MATLAB are defined as the unit imaginary numberffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�1
p

, unless they are explicitly redefined by a user-provided assignment, e.g. i =
3, after which the variable i will have a value of 3 until it is changed again by
another command or assignment or when MATLAB program is terminated and
restarted, when i will be

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�1
p

again. The following lists more built-in constants or
parameters in MATLAB.

eps – this returns the spacing of double-precision floating point numbers, which is
eps = 2�52, or 2.2204 � 10�16.

d = eps(X) is the positive distance from abs(X) to the next larger in magnitude
floating point number of the same precision as X. X may be either double precision or

single precision. For all X,
eps(X), eps(-X), and eps(abs(X)) are the same.
eps('double') is the same as eps or eps(1.0).
eps('single') is the same as eps(single(1.0)) or single(2^�23).
realmin – the smallest positive floating point number.
realmax – the largest positive floating point number.
Inf – the IEEE arithmetic representation for positive infinity. Infinity is also produced

by such operations as a number divided by zero, e.g. 1.0 / 0.0, or from an
overflow, e.g. exp(1000).

NaN – not-a-number; NaN is the IEEE arithmetic representation for not-a-number. An
NaN is obtained as a result of mathematically undefined operations like 0.0 / 0.0
and inf-inf.

NaN('double') is the same as NaN with no inputs;
NaN('single') is the single precision representation of NaN;
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NaN(N) is an N-by-N matrix of NaNs;
NaN(M,N) or NaN( [M,N]) is an M-by-N matrix of NaNs.

The following lists some examples showing some of the above constants in
MATLAB.

>> eps

ans =

2.2204e-016

>> Inf

ans =

Inf

>> realmax

ans =

1.7977e+308

>> realmin

ans =

2.2251e�308

>> NaN

ans =

NaN

2.4.3 Examples of More Functions

Other built-in functions that are important in data analysis are included in the
following, with examples:

A = zeros(2,20) defines an array named A with 2 rows and 20 columns (or 2 by
20) of 0s.

size(g) shows the dimension of g.
B = ones(3,3) defines an array named Bwith 3 rows and 3 columns (or 3 by 3) of 1s.
C = rand(1,100) defines a 1 by 100 array of pseudorandom numbers.
D = randn(1,50) defines a 1 by 50 array of normally distributed pseudorandom

numbers.
fix(X) rounds the elements of X to the nearest integers toward zero.
floor(X) rounds the elements of X to the nearest integers toward minus infinity.
ceil(X) rounds the elements of X to the nearest integers toward infinity.
round(X) rounds the elements of X to the nearest integers.
num2str(X) converts numbers (here matrix X) to a string.
str2num is a reversed operation of num2str; it converts a string to a corresponding

number.

2.4.4 More Commonly Used Functions and Commands

The best way to learn and use MATLAB built-in functions and commonly used
commands is perhaps to start with the book MATLAB Primer and online tutorials
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provided by MathWorks®. In addition, the User Manuals for specific topics can also
be helpful. In the following, some selected commonly used built-in functions are
introduced. For thosewhohavenoexperienceor limited experiencewithMATLAB, this
should allow a peek into the powerful program and offer an idea of its ease of use, while
at the same time building up the basic knowledge, vocabulary, and skills of MATLAB.

Better Orient Yourself Working in MATLAB

pwd: When working with MATLAB, one should first know which directory she/
he is working with. With MATLAB, it is easy to find out the user’s default
working directory. Simply issue a command pwd, which stands for present
working directory; MATLAB will respond with a couple of lines, with the last line
showing the default directory, e.g. C:\Users\CL\Documents\MATLAB.

To change the working directory, one can use the command cd, which is very
much the same as the DOS command cd. For example,

>>cd ..

would change the working directory to an upper-level directory. To verify that, use
pwd:

>> pwd

ans =

C:\Users\CL\Documents

To change the working directory to one named d:\data (if this fold has been created
earlier by a user), do this:

>> cd d:\data

To verify, use pwd; this is what the user would see:

>> pwd

ans =

d:\data

Keep Track of What You Typed

diary: After the MATLAB program is started, the user can at any time issue the
command diary on the command line, followed by a space and a file name. It will
start a file with this name in the default directory. Whatever the user types within the
MATLAB command window, and whatever MATLAB displays on the computer
screen afterwards,will be saved in this file. Todesignate a different directorywhere this
file is saved, one can specify a path for the directory to store the file before issuing the
commanddiary, e.g. cd c:\Userswill change theworking directory to a folder named
Users on the c drive. With this method, as the user is working within MATLAB, the
entire record is saved. Later, the user can edit this file and make corrections for a
MATLAB script that can be reused or expanded. It saves time and effort. This function
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can be turned off by typing a command with an argument off: i.e. diary off, after
which no command is saved.When the commanddiaryon is issued, it turns back on
again. There is no need to specify the name again unless attempting to save the
commands in a different file. The user can also just type the commanddiary to toggle
between on and off for this function if it is repeatedly executed. This is a useful feature.
Alternatively, the user can select the commands and displayed screen in the command
window and copy and paste to a text file to edit or develop a script for later usage.

Length of Digits Shown in MATLAB

format: Another useful command isformat. If one issues the commandformat
long, the screen display will show a real number with eight digits after the decimal
point, e.g. 1/3 will be displayed as 0.33333333. If one usesformatshort, 1/3will
be displayed as 0.3333. If one types format bank, only two digits will be shown
(i.e. 0.33 for this example), which is normally used when dealing with banking. Note
that this does not mean that in the computer memory there is only a two-digit
accuracy. It still has the same accuracy, but it just shows the first two digits after the
decimal point. Likewise, format rat will give a rational expression: in this
example, when 1/3 is entered, it will show 1/3 instead of 0.3333. This is also a nice
feature. With format rat, the mathematical constant π, shown by entering pi
within the MATLAB window, is expressed as 355/113.

Save Variables in MATLAB

Assume that the user has started the MATLAB program and worked in the
MATLAB environment for a while and has accumulated a number of variables
inside the MATLAB environment. The user can choose to save all or some of the
variables for later use with the command save. Once the MATLAB program is
terminated, all variables will be lost unless they are saved. The saved variables will
not be automatically loaded into the memory the next time MATLAB is started.
They have to be loaded manually by the user with the load command. Note that
here we are talking about saving the variables and their associated values in
MATLAB, but not commands typed by the user or the screen display. The
commands can be saved in the diary file if it is turned on earlier. To save the
variables, one uses the save command followed by a file name:

save 'myworktoday' % save file to disk

This will save everything into a file named “myworktoday.mat” in the default
working directory for MATLAB. If one only needs to save certain variables, a list
of variables should be included with the save command:

save('myworktoday', variablelist)
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The variablelist can be one or more variables separated by commas, e.g. a,
b,c, to save the variables named a,b, and c. The users are reminded to use the
help command to find the syntax for a MATLAB command or function. For
example, typing help save will result in a few lines of descriptions being
displayed regarding the usage of the save command.

Load Saved File Back to MATLAB Memory

Should the user intend to reload the variables saved earlier into the memory again,
the load command can be used to accomplish this. Just type load followed by
the file name, i.e.:

load 'myworktoday' % load saved file back to computer memory

This will let the user reloading everything saved earlier in the file.
Now let us look at the following example with some commonly used MATLAB

commands:

t = 1:100; % define a series of integer numbers

t1 = 1:0.5:60; % the increment can be a fraction instead

% of an integer

x = t / 10; % doing algebra

y = sin(x); % define function y using a built-in MATLAB

% trigonometric function sine of x

y1 = cos(x); % define function y1 using a built-in MATLAB

% trigonometric function cosine of x

y2 = sqrt(x); % define function y2 using a built-in MATLAB

% function to calculate square root of x

y3 = x.*y; % element by element multiplication of two arrays

y4 = y.*y.*x; % element by element multiplication of three

% arrays

y5 = sqrt(abs(y))+ y.^2. / t; % more computations

figure % start a figure frame

plot(t, y) % plot a solid line/curve with the variable

% t being the x-axis and y the y-axis with a

% default blue color

hold on % this command allows for keeping the line just

% plotted and overlaying the following plots on

% the existing plot (without this command,

% any new plot will cause the earlier plot

% to be cleared

plot(t, y1, '-','LineWidth',2) % plot a solid line/curve with

% the variable t being the x-axis and y1 the

% y-axis with a default blue color and a line

% width of 2 (the solid line indicated by '-'

% which is the default and therefore is

% optional)

plot(t, y2, 'r–', 'LineWidth',3) % plot a dashed line/curve

% with the variable t being the x-axis and y2
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% the y-axis with a red color and a line width

% of 3

plot(t, y3, 'g-.','LineWidth',4) % plot a dash-dotted line/

% curve with the variable t being the x-axis and

% y3 the y-axis with a green color and a line

% width of 4

plot(t, y4, 'k.','LineWidth',5) % plot a dotted line/curve with

% the variable t being the x-axis and y4 the

% y-axis with a black color and a line width of

% 5

plot(t, y5, 'c','LineWidth',6) % plot a solid line/curve with

% the variable t being the x-axis and y5 the

% y-axis with a cyan color and a line width of 6

xlabel('x-axis (unit for x)', 'FontSize',12) % print x-axis

% (unit for x) under the x-axis with a font size

% 12

ylabel('y-axis (unit for y)', 'FontSize',12) % print y-axis

%(unit for y) along the left hand side

% of the y-axis with a font size 12

title('Title of this Figure', 'FontSize',15) % print Title of

% this Figure on top of the figure

legend('L1', 'L2', 'L3', 'L4', 'L5', 'L6', 'Location', 'Southwest')

% Label each of the 6 lines with L1, . . . , L6,

% respectively on the lower left corner

save variables_example

The results are shown in Fig. 2.1. The variables are saved in a file named
“variables_example.mat,”which can be reloaded intoMATLAB at a later timewhen
needed. There are many more options that we can use with the plot command and
associated commands such as title, legend, axis, text, etc.

Save a Plot to a Graphics File

To save a plot as a digital file (so that the plot can be included in a Word document
or edited manually with a graphics software, for instance), one can use the print
command. The following is a list of examples for the print command for different
file formats.

print -djpeg test.jpg % print the figure to a jpeg file

print -dps test.ps % print the figure to a postscript file

print -dpsc test.psc % print the figure to a colored

% postscript file

print -deps test.eps % print the figure to an encapsulated

% ps file

print -dtiff test.tif % print the figure to a tiff file

If the user intends to modify the figure using another software package (e.g. Adobe
Illustrator), one of the postscript (*.ps, *.psc, or *.eps) files maybe the best choice.

One can basically save MATLAB plots in one of the common graphics file
formats. To see all possible graphics files that MATLAB can save to, type help
print in MATLAB’s command window.
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Basically, the syntax is print plus a space and -d, in which d stands for
device followed by the graphics format indicator e.g. jpeg, followed by the file
name with a proper file extension.

Find a Subset of Data

find: Another extremely useful command is find. This command is to
quickly find a subarray from a given array under given conditions. This can be
demonstrated clearly by a simple example. The data files used in the following
and throughout the book are downloadable from the Cambridge University Press
website.

%==============================

% Examples of data manipulation

%==============================

load CL1.txt; % load an ASCII MATRIX data file (the file has no

% letters and only consists of a rectangular

% matrix with the same number of real values in

% all the columns and same number of real values

% in all the rows

0
–6

–4

–2

0

y-
ax

is
 (

un
it 

fo
r 
y)

x-axis (unit for x)

2

4

6

8

10 20

L6
L5
L4
L3
L2
L1

30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Figure 2.1 Example of figure produced by the MATLAB command plot.
A black-and-white version of this figure will appear in some formats. For the
color version, please refer to the plate section.
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lon = CL1(:,1); % define the first column of the matrix CL1 as

% lon (longitude)

lat = CL1(:,2); % define the second column of the matrix CL1 as

% lat (latitude)

plot(lon, lat) % plot longitude against latitude (coastline)

axis([-81.7 -81.6 30.5 30.6]) % zoom in the above figure with

% the minimum and maximum x-axis values to

% be -81.7 and -81.6, respectively, and the

% maximum and minimum y-axis values to be 30.5

% and 30.6, respectively.

grid on % add grids on the figure: dashed horizontal and

% vertical lines

% "find" is a very useful command to limit the data range

IND = find(lon > -81.7 & lon < -81.6 & lat > 30.5 & lat < 30.6);

size(IND)

N = size(IND)

% use "for loop" to calculate the mean value

meanLon = lon(IND(1));

for i = 2:N(1)

meanLon = meanLon + lon(IND(i));

end

meanLon = meanLon / N(1)

% Alternatively, one can use the MATLAB's built-in "sum" function

meanLon = sum(lon(IND)) / N(1)

% or the MATLAB mean function

meanLon = mean(lon(IND))

In this example, we load an ASCII data file, in which we have a matrix of latitude
and longitude. We then select a subset of the data from the variables to examine the
data within certain ranges of longitude and latitude. Finding a subset of data is a
common action in data processing and analysis. As another example, if one has a
set of sea surface temperature (SST) data from the entire ocean but the interest is
only the characteristics of the SST in a smaller region, then the find function can
be used to select the subset of data. The find function can pick out a subset of
data points by some conditions limiting the range of latitude and longitude. If one
just wants to work on the SST along a straight line with a given width, a formula
can be used to limit the data to be below one line and above another parallel line,
i.e. between two parallel lines. The find function can accomplish this task.

2.5 Examples of Working with Spatial Data

In this section, we discuss some examples of working with spatial data and how to
select a subset of data in space in theory and apply it using MATLAB. We say
“theory”; it really is simple plane geometry and algebra. However, we should not
underestimate the usefulness of simple theories. Readers may find these examples
useful when working with data obtained from a moving vessel.
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To illustrate, we start with an assumption that we have some data over a two-
dimensional plane in an x-y Cartesian coordinate system, i.e. the data are obtained
on a plane with coordinate ðx, yÞ. They may be multiple data points. The data could
be any variable, for instance, water temperature or velocity profiles from an
acoustic Doppler current profiler installed on a moving platform. The x-y
coordinates could represent a position in the ocean, an estuary, or a bay.

2.5.1 Example 1: Data Above a Vertical Coordinate

If we are going to pick all data above a given vertical coordinate b or north of b, we
are essentially requiring that the data position satisfies (Fig. 2.2)

y > b: (2.1)

In MATLAB, we use the following command to find the index of array y satisfying
the above condition:

>>idi = find(y > b);

Here the output from the above command is idi, the index for condition (2.1).
In Fig. 2.2, the small squares represent positions of data points, which are

numbered for convenience of discussion. It can be seen that those points satisfying
(2.1) are numbered from 1 to 10. The rest (numbered from 11 to 23) are all below
y ¼ b, or they satisfy the following instead:

y < b: (2.2)

In MATLAB, we use the following command to find the index of array y satisfying
the above condition:

>>idi = find(y < b);

The output from the above command idi gives the index for condition (2.2).
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21 22
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6line L

y > b

y = b
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x
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2
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5
8

9

7 10

13
11

b

Figure 2.2 Subset of data defined by the positions. The shaded area are those
positions below the line defined by y ¼ b.
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2.5.2 Example 2: Data on One Side of a Horizontal Coordinate

Likewise, if we only need to use data on the left side of a given horizontal coordinate
x0 on a 2-D plane, we are essentially requiring that the data position satisfies

x < x0: (2.3)

The index of subset data satisfying (2.3) is determined by the MATLAB command

>>idi = find(x < x0);

or if we need to select data on the right-hand side of a given horizontal coordinate
x0, the condition becomes

x > x0: (2.4)

The MATLAB command for this would be

>>idi = find(x > x0);

2.5.3 Example 3: Data on Either Side of a Sloped Line

Generally, if we need to use data above a line defined by

y ¼ axþ b: (2.5)

We are requiring that the data position satisfies (Fig. 2.3):

y > axþ b: (2.6)

The MATLAB command for this would be

>>idi = find(y > a * � + b);
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Figure 2.3 Subset of data defined by the positions. The shaded area is those
positions below the line defined by y ¼ axþ b.
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Here a is the slope of the line, and b is the intercept of the line. In Fig. 2.3, we can
see that the points that satisfy (2.6) are those numbered as 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, and 9.

On the other hand, if we need to use data below the line defined by (2.5), we are
requiring that the data positions satisfy

y < axþ b: (2.7)

The MATLAB command for this would be

>>idi = find(y < a * � + b);

In Fig. 2.3, we can see that the points that satisfy (2.7) are those numbered as 6, 7,
and 10 through 23.

2.5.4 Example 4: Data between Two Parallel Lines

If we have two parallel lines with the same slope a but different intercepts b1 and
b2, and we need to select data points in between the two parallel lines, then we
must have

axþ b2 < y < axþ b1: (2.8)

The MATLAB command for this would be

>>idi = find(a * x + b2 < y & y < a * x + b1);

Any data points that are within the shaded region in Fig. 2.4 satisfy the
above condition.

y > a x + b1
a x + b2  <  y < a x + b1

y < a x + b2 y = a x + b2

y = a x + b1line L2

line L1

b2

0

b1

y

x

Figure 2.4 Subset of data defined by the positions. The shaded area is those
positions between the lines defined by y ¼ axþ b1 and y ¼ axþ b2.
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Now we examine the following example with the given MATLAB script

clear

x = [1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 . . . % define the x-coordinates of

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 . . . % data points

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 . . .

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 . . .

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10];

Y = [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . . % define the y-coordinates of

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 . . . % data points

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 . . .

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 . . .

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4];

figure

plot(x,y, 'ko')

xlabel('x')

ylabel('y')

hold on

idi = find(y > = x) % SELECT DATA POINTS THAT SATISFY y > = x

plot(x(idi),y(idi),'ko','LineWidth',3)

x1 = [1:10];

y1 = x1;

plot(x1,y1, '–k')

print -dpng Chapter2.5.png

This example plots a matrix of dots on a plane, selects the points that satisfy

y � x

and highlights them with thicker edges (Fig. 2.5).
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Figure 2.5 Subset of data points above the line y ¼ x.
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If we modify the latter half of the script as below

figure

plot(x,y,'ko')

xlabel('x')

ylabel('y')

hold on

idi = find(x > = y & x � 2 < = y)

plot(x(idi),y(idi),'ko','LineWidth',3)

x1 = [1:10];

y1 = x1;

plot(x1,y1,'�k')

plot(x1,y1�2,'�k')

We select the data points that are within two parallel lines.
The highlighted data points (Fig. 2.6) are those between the two parallel lines

y ¼ x� 2 and y ¼ x or

x� 2 � y � x:

2.5.5 Data within Rectangles, Parallelograms, or Circles

Sometimes, we need to define a line that is perpendicular to a given line. The slope
of a line that is perpendicular to a given line with a slope of a is the negative
reciprocal of a, i.e. the slope of the perpendicular line is b ¼ �1=a. This can be
used to select data points that are within a rectangle. This can also be extended to

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
x

–2

0

2

4

6

8

10

y

Figure 2.6 Subset of data points between the lines y ¼ x and y ¼ x� 2 including
data points on the lines.
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select data within a parallelogram in which the sides are not necessarily
perpendicular (Fig. 2.7). Usually, we anchor rectangles or parallelograms at fixed
points or grid points. The data can be selected within a rectangle, a parallelogram,
or even a circle centered at the grid point. For convenience of discussion, we can
call these rectangles, parallelograms, or circles the data stamps or footprints.

For a rectangular or parallelogram data stamp, two pairs of lines parallel to each
other can be used to select the data. In Fig. 2.7, if the lines L1, L2, L3, and L4 are
expressed as

y1 ¼ axþ b1, (2.9)

y2 ¼ axþ b2, (2.10)

y3 ¼ bxþ b3, (2.11)

y4 ¼ bxþ b4: (2.12)

Then data points within the data stamps (the shaded areas of Fig. 2.7) can be
selected by a MATLAB command using the find function:

idi=find(y> =a*x+b1&y< =a*x+b2&y> =b*x+b4&y<= b*x+b3);

Here idi is the index for the variables x and y. In oceanographic data, x and y are
often longitude and latitude, respectively. Assume that there is a variable measured
in the region, such as the water depth h and velocity components u and v, and that
the time variable is t; we can get the time series within a selected data stamp by
t(idi), h(idi), u(idi), and v(idi).

Figure 2.7 Using pairs of parallel lines to select data. A and B are areas defined by
a rectangle and a parallelogram, respectively. L1 and L2 are parallel to each other;
L3 and L4 are parallel to each other; so are L5 and L6, and L7 and L8. L1 is
perpendicular to L3; while L5 is not necessarily perpendicular to L7.
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For a circle, the condition is

ðx� x0Þ2 þ ðy� y0Þ2 � r2, (2.13)

in which r is the radius of the data stamps and ðx0, y0Þ is the anchor point or center
of the circle. To select data points within a circle, a relevant MATLAB command
would be

idi = find((x � x0).^2 + (y � y0).^2 < = r^2).

There can be many different types of data stamps. Fig. 2.8 shows a few examples
of data stamps along a straight line transect: circles, rectangles, and rotated
rectangles. Note that these data stamps do not have overlaps, but they may have
some overlaps. In these examples, the data stamps are defined along a transect (a
straight line), which has a starting point and a direction of increasing distance from
the point. This is often used to make an along-transect plot (distance vs. variable
values). Of course, the transect does not have to be a straight line.

Usually, selecting a subset of data points is not the final goal. The goal is doing
some data analysis for the selected data points. For instance, if there is a variable
for water temperature named T, and if we need to calculate the average
temperature for the subset data points with index idi found using the MATLAB
function find, we use the following MATLAB scripts after the above scripts:

meanT = mean(T(idi));

Here the function mean is a MATLAB built-in function for calculating simple
arithmetic average of the array inside the parentheses.

2.6 Selection of Data from Moving Platforms

Many oceanographic surveys use research vessels or automated unmanned
vehicles. These moving vessels or platforms usually follow a designed route to

Figure 2.8 Data stamps. (a) circular data stamps; (b) rectangular data stamps;
(c) rotated rectangular data stamps. The arrows show the direction of increasing
distance with a hypothetical unit of km as an example.
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collect data. Sometimes, repeated occupations of a designed route are made. The
actual tracks are usually less regular than planned because of the unpredictable
influence of varying sea state, wind, ocean current, difference in skills or fatigue of
boat drivers, and inertia of platform when turns are made, etc. Fig. 2.9 is an
example of such a complicated track of a survey done by the author using an
inflatable pontoon boat across an inlet in an arctic lagoon (Elson Lagoon) in
northern Alaska. Numerous repetitions were made and the planned track was a
straight line across the Eluitkak Inlet. The objective of the repeated occupation of
the transect was to measure the water depth and velocity profiles. The question is.
how should we use the data? A commonly used method is to make some data
stamps as discussed above, within each of which data points are considered as
obtained from the same point (e.g. the center of the data stamp).

As another example, Fig. 2.10 is a map of the lower Chesapeake Bay mouth and a
planned transect of survey (Li et al., 2000). The transect was repeatedly occupied
during numerous surveys. Fig. 2.11 shows some actual ship tracks made
continuously for 10 days in May 1999. The survey measured flow velocity profile
along this transect with an acoustic Doppler current profiler. Fig. 2.11b shows the

Figure 2.9 Track of survey made by a pontoon boat in the arctic Elson Lagoon
in 2014.
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data stamps as tilted rectangles 320 m� 80 m in size. The parameters in each of the
data stamps are found using the MATLAB find command. These selected data are
then grouped together and aligned in time as a single time series for each parameter.
A time series analysis can then be performed for each data stamp.

Using this method, the water depth values measured at each of the data stamps
are grouped into a time series. After the mean depth at each position (data stamp) is
subtracted, the water depth variations show the tidal variation of the water surface
elevation. The time series of water depth variation compared with the surface

Figure 2.10 Map of study area at the Chesapeake Bay entrance.
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elevation measurements at a nearby tide gauge do show a remarkable consistency
(Fig. 2.12).

The measured depth at four selected locations along the transect (Fig. 2.10), i.e.
the Chesapeake channel (CC), middle ground (MG), 6-m shoal (SMS), and north
channel (NC), are separately plotted and fitted to tidal signals using harmonic
analysis (see Chapter 11). The results are shown in Fig. 2.13.

Selected MATLAB Commands in This Chapter

whos – display memory contents.
' – complex conjugate transpose.
.' – nonconjugate transpose.
transpose – nonconjugate transpose function.
diary – record keystrokes and screen output into a text file for later usage such

as edit.
format – define screen display format (number of digits etc.), which does not

affect what is saved in the computer memory.
save – save memory contents in the MATLAB environment to a file
load – load a saved MATLAB file (.mat) back into memory, or load a text data

file of rectangular form into memory.
plot – make a screen plot within MATLAB.
print – print a plot to a digital graphics file for later use.
find – find the index of a subarray from a given array with given conditions.

Figure 2.11 Ship transect line and conditions to select data for analysis. The arrow
points to an idealized partitioning of the transect into rectangular bins for data
selection and analysis.
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Figure 2.12 Comparison of water level time series between NOAA’s tide gauge at
the Chesapeake Bay Bridge Tunnel and the vessel-based water depth data meas-
ured by an ADCP. (a)–(d) are for four different surveys conducted in Sep. 1996,
Feb. 1997, Sep. 1997, and Nov. 1997, respectively.
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Figure 2.13 Time series of water depth data measured by an ADCP and harmonic
fit for the four locations at CC, MG, SMS, and NC (the four columns) for the four
different surveys (the four rows) conducted in Sep. 1996, Feb. 1997, Sep. 1997,
and Nov. 1997, respectively.
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Review Questions for Chapter 2

(1) For those inexperienced in MATLAB, check the MATLAB Primer or getting
Started with MATLAB (downloadable from MathWorks web site), or go
through the MATLAB tutorial from inside the MATLAB environment and
learn MATLAB commands in the following categories: commands or func-
tions for computation or matrix operation; commands or functions for 2-D
graphics; and commands or functions for 3-D graphics.

(2) How do you define a column-vector and a row-vector in MATLAB (where do
you use a space, a comma, or a semicolon)?

(3) How do you check what variables are in the MATLAB working environment?

Exercises for Chapter 2

(1) Working with coastline data and the use of MATLAB command, find.
(a) Use the coastline file named “CL1.txt” – this is a data file for coastline

along the Georgia coast;
(b) Browse the file using a text editor or Word and then load the file into

MATLAB by using the load command;
(c) The first column of the data file is longitude, and the second column is

latitude; name a variable of lon and assign longitude to lon, name a
variable lat and assign latitude to lat;

(d) Find out how many of the data points are NaN (not-a-number);
(e) Exclude the NaN data points and calculate the mean longitude and mean

latitude for the entire dataset;
(f ) For these latitude and longitude values, assume you only need to focus on an

area between latitude 30.8 and 31.1, define lat1, lon1 and assign values of
longitude and latitude for the condition that latitude is within [30.8, 31.1];

(g) Calculate the mean values for lon1 and lat1;
(h) Plot a clean graphwith all the coastline in “CL1.txt” shown as blue color, while

a strip of coastline within latitude = [30.8, 31.1] as red color (Fig. 2.E1);
(i) Plot a graph with all the coastline in “CL1.txt” shown as blue color, except

the upper left corner with latitude above 30.8 and longitude left of
�81.4 as red color (Fig. 2.E2).

(j) Can you make the following plot (Fig. 2.E3), with a circle centered at lon =
�81.35 and latitude = 31.3 and radius of 0.05 degrees?

(2) Selecting a subset of data points.
The data file named “lat_lon_Fourchon_2010.mat” has latitude and longitude
of tracks of a survey vessel. Load the data file into MATLAB and select a
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subset of data points, using the MATLAB function find, along a transect
defined by those track lines within two parallel lines:

The first line passes these two points, P1: (�90.224, 29.099); P2: (�90.2205,
29.0975); while the second line passes these two points, P3: (�90.224,
29.0993); P4: (�90.2205, 29.09753);

Draw these two lines to show the boundary of the subset of the data points
(Fig. 2.E4).

(3) MATLAB function.
Create a MATLAB function named mmm.m which returns the three-m’s: the
maximum, minimum, and mean of a given array. The first line of the function
should read something like

function [m1,m2,m3] = mmm(x)

Complete the function and save it as mmm.m in your MATLAB working
directory. Test the function with an array

x = 1:99

Figure 2.E1 Results after finishing step 8.
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Figure 2.E2 Results after finishing step 9.

Figure 2.E3 Results after finishing step 10.
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to verify that your function works as anticipated (the minimum, maximum, and
mean values of x should be 1, 99, and 50, respectively).

(4) Work with wind data.
(a) Write a MATLAB function to convert wind speed and wind direction time

series into the east and north components. Then apply the function to the
wind data (“Wind_data.txt,” in which the wind speed and direction are
denoted as WSPD and WDIR, respectively). Make a plot showing your
results for both the raw data (wind speed and direction time series) and
the converted time series (wind velocity in east and north components in
m/s).

(b) Modify the above MATLAB function for the ocean current data. Then
apply the function to the current data (“Current_data-sample.txt”).
Make a plot showing your results for both the raw data (current speed
and direction time series) and the converted time series (current velocity
in east and north components in m/s).

(c) Write a MATLAB function that does the coordinate system rotation with
the input vector ðu, vÞ and output vector ðu0, v0Þ in the new system. Test
the function with some examples.

Figure 2.E4 Selecting a subset data points for exercise 2.
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